
COLLECTIVE
WORSHIP
PLAN

Gather

Engage

THEME 1: JOURNEYING THROUGH LIFE

SECONDARY CW PLAN: 1

AIM: TO CONSIDER 'UNEXPECTED MOMENTS' ON
OUR LIFE JOURNEYS

Through Life’s Journey – Drew Greenway

You Say – Lauren Daigle

Spiegel im Spiegel – Arvo Pärt

Play music – 3 options (or use alternative)

 

Select a focal image or props to hold pupil attention while gathering
 

Follow school routine for beginning the worship e.g. greeting, light and

candle etc.

1) Introduce the resources you will be using, which will be the focus for our

worship over the next five weeks.
 

2) Watch VLOG, ‘Journeying through life’



Respond

3) "Over the next 5 weeks, we will think about us and our vision as a church

school. We will think about how we can flourish and help others to flourish,

as well as praying for our family of church schools in the Diocese."
 

Explain that "We will be looking at the character of Jacob from the bible,

exploring a number of themes together." Show theme slides (see attached

notes for each theme).
 

Resources:

Theme slides - see separate attachment
 

4) Tell the story of Jacob’s Dream, focusing in particular on Verses 10-12.

Use your preferred style – storytelling, drama, YouTube video etc.

 

(See Jacob summary sheet (for background information))

Time to reflect - "Think about your journey through life so far. Like Jacob,

you will have had experiences and encounters that have shaped you to be

the person you are today. Perhaps these have been unexpected."
   

"I wonder what those unexpected moments have been where you have

discovered new things about life? Yourself? God?"
   

Prayer (or use alternative):
 

Dear God, We thank you for our journeys – as individuals and as a school.

As we leave this place, help us to discover new things about life, ourselves

and you.

Amen.



Send

Follow the school's sending out routines – blessing, blowing out the candle,

music etc.


